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Abstract
Objective: to assess the diagnostic accuracy of services based on computer vision technologies at the integration and operation stages in Moscow's Unified Radiological Information Service (URIS).

Methods: this is a multicenter diagnostic study of artificial intelligence (AI) services with retrospective and prospective stages. The minimum acceptable criteria levels for the index test were established, justifying the intended clinical application of the investigated index test. The Experiment was based on the infrastructure of the URIS and United Medical Information and Analytical System (UMIAS) of Moscow. Basic functional and diagnostic requirements for the artificial intelligence services and methods for monitoring technological and diagnostic quality were developed. Diagnostic accuracy metrics were calculated and compared.

Results: based on the results of the retrospective study, we can conclude that AI services have good result reproducibility on local test sets. The highest and at the same time most balanced metrics were obtained for AI services processing CT scans. All AI services demonstrated a pronounced decrease in diagnostic accuracy in the prospective study. The results indicated a need for further refinement of AI services with additional training on the Moscow population datasets.

Conclusions: the diagnostic accuracy and reproducibility of AI services on the reference data are sufficient, however, they are insufficient on the data in routine clinical practice. The AI services that participated in the experiment require a technological improvement, additional training on Moscow population datasets, technical and clinical trials to get a status of a medical device.

Introduction

From a global perspective, there is an intensive development of artificial intelligence (AI) technologies. AI is associated with the opportunities to improve the quality and availability of medical care, increase productivity and optimize resources. The most developed AI technologies, particularly computer vision, are in the field of diagnostic radiology¹,². At the same time, expectations that are unsupported by scientific results may turn out to be superfluous. Levels of investment in the development of new technologies are not a criterion for evidence-based medicine.

A major scientific study is necessitated by a need for a qualitative transformation of the healthcare system, technological and methodological readiness, and demand from the professional community as well as the ongoing hype.
The Russian Federation (RF) has adopted the National Strategy for the Development of Artificial Intelligence for the period until 2030, which contains provisions on the healthcare sector. The application of automated clinical decision support systems is recommended by the regulations of the Ministry of Health of the Russian Federation. In 2019, the Moscow Government decided to conduct a large-scale scientific study – "The Experiment on the use of innovative computer vision technologies for the medical image analysis and subsequent application in the Moscow healthcare system" (www.mosmed.ai).

The Experiment involved legal entities that had developed or had the rights to provide services based on computer vision technologies for the analysis of medical images (AI services). The Experiment was carried out by the Moscow Research and Practical Clinical Center for Diagnostics and Telemedicine Technologies of the Moscow Healthcare Department. The technological component of the Experiment was provided by the Moscow Department of Information Technologies. To support and motivate legal entities representing AI services, the Moscow Government has provided research grants.

Companies from Russia, as well as 65.0% of specialized international companies, were invited to participate in the Experiment. As a result, 21 companies took part in the Experiment, including 8 Russian legal representatives of foreign developers. Under the Experiment terms, each legal entity could submit several separate services for participation. Therefore, the total number of participating AI services was 39 with market coverage in Russia of more than 90%.

We carried out a comprehensive study of diagnostic accuracy and advisability of AI technology applications in radiology as part of the Experiment. It included the survey for radiologists as well as a comparative report turnaround time analysis. This article presents a component of the Experiment dedicated to assessing diagnostic accuracy.

**Study objective:**
To assess the diagnostic accuracy of services based on computer vision technologies at the integration and operation stages in Moscow's Unified Radiological Information Service (URIS).

**Material & Methods**

STARD-2015 methodology was used for study reporting.

"The Experiment on the use of innovative computer vision technologies for the medical image analysis and subsequent application in the Moscow healthcare system" was conducted in public outpatient and inpatient healthcare facilities providing primary and specialized medical care for an adult population from January 1, 2020, to December 31, 2020.

**Design:** a multicenter diagnostic study of AI services with retrospective and prospective stages.

**Inclusion criteria:**
1. Age over 18 years.
2. Gender male or female.
3. Referral for one of the radiology examination types with results available in the patient medical records.
4. Results of the following imaging studies in the DICOM standard:
   - chest computed tomography (CT) and low-dose computed tomography (LDCT) to detect lung cancer (LC);
   - chest computed tomography to detect COVID-19;
   - chest X-ray (X-ray) and fluorography (FLG) to detect various lung pathology (primarily tuberculosis and lung cancer);
   - chest X-ray to detect COVID-19;
   - mammography (MMG) to detect breast cancer (BC).

**Exclusion criteria:**
1. A different type of imaging (including a different modality or anatomical area);
2. Absence of signed informed consent for participation in the Experiment.

**Hypothesis:** following the method of Korevaar et al., the minimum acceptable criteria levels for the index test of AI were established, justifying the intended clinical application of the investigated index test:

- sensitivity – 0.81 (with 95% CI);
- specificity – 0.81 (with 95% CI);
- area under the ROC Curve (AUC) – 0.81 (with 95% CI).

**Null hypothesis** for each study stage – \( H_0: \{ \text{sensitivity} <0.81 \text{ and/or specificity} <0.81 \text{ and/or AUC} <0.81 \} \).

**Infrastructure and intervention:**

The Experiment was based on the infrastructure of the Unified Radiological Information Service and United Medical Information and Analytical System of Moscow (URIS UMIAS). URIS UMIAS is a single digital space, uniting workstations of technicians and radiologists, as well as diagnostic equipment, accumulating information about each study conducted on connected devices. 1,290 diagnostic units were connected to the URIS UMIAS as of January 1, 2020. This corresponds to 100% of digital diagnostic devices of Moscow outpatient and inpatient medical facilities. The opportunity to utilize AI was provided for all radiologists and X-ray technicians, access to study results was ensured for referring physicians. By integrating with the Moscow public services portal (mos.ru), patients were able to get study results (reports and images) through their accounts. By the end of 2020, URIS UMIAS has accumulated more than 7 million reports: computed tomography (CT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), radiography (X-ray), fluorography (FLG), mammography (MMG), as well as hybrid studies.

We developed basic functional and diagnostic requirements for the AI services, methods for monitoring technological and diagnostic quality for the Experiment. More than 100 labeled datasets have been generated based on the original methodology. Details of this work will be published elsewhere.

After submitting and approving an application for participation in the Experiment, AI services were integrated into URIS UMIAS. We performed special step-by-step admitting procedures to assess the quality of this process.

After a step-by-step user training, radiologists could have used AI services during routine study reporting.

When a patient sought medical care at public healthcare facilities, a standard examination was carried out, during which an attending physician determined the presence of indications for a radiologic exam and formed a study referral. The study was conducted following the established procedure, and the results were automatically saved in the URIS UMIAS. For the types of studies included in the Experiment, automatic routing to AI service was configured. From a diagnostic device, the studies were routed to only one AI service in a certain period and were automatically processed. The DICOM SR was sent to the URIS UMIAS and was available at the radiologist's workstation as an additional series. All images in this series were labeled "For research purposes only". AI services calculated a probability of a target pathology. The final decision in study reporting was always made by a radiologist. When reporting in URIS UMIAS, the radiologist decided whether to open the additional series generated by AI and use the clinical decision support system. A decision to check the additional series was purely voluntary.

**Study stages:**

1. Retrospective study:
   - index test: AI service integrated into the URIS UMIAS test circuit (n=18);
   - reference test: local test sets.

A preparation and local test set tagging was carried out according to the original methodology. Sample size was 1,525 studies, grouped into 13 datasets for two types of testing: CT for detecting COVID-19 (n = 200), CT for detecting and classifying COVID-19 with the "CT0-4" grades (n =
325), CT for detecting lung cancer (n = 200), MMG for detecting breast cancer (n = 200), X-ray for detecting various lung pathology (n = 200), X-ray for detecting COVID-19 (n = 200), FLG for detecting COVID-19 (n = 200). The normal-to-pathology ratio in all datasets was 50/50. CT dataset for detecting and classifying COVID-19 with the "CT0-4" grades was an exception with balance of CT-0 : CT-1 : CT-2 : CT-3 : CT-4 equal to 20:20: 20: 20: 20.

2. Prospective study:
   - index test: AI service integrated into the URIS UMIAS, which successfully passed the admitting procedures for processing real clinical data (n=18);
   - reference test: a report of the radiologist who directly conducted a study at the medical facility.

Report analysis was carried out via the in-house developed software “MedLabel” for automated analysis of medical reports¹. Its primary function was the extraction of keywords denoting signs of pathological changes from textual report data.

Information on sample size for each stage is presented in Table 1.

Table 1 – Samples for a step-by-step assessment of diagnostic accuracy of each AI service

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Developer company (Experiment participant)</th>
<th>AI service</th>
<th>A sample size of radiologic study results</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPO/HS «Innopolis University»</td>
<td>AI RADIOLOGY CXR (X-ray)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-Pharm, Inc.</td>
<td>Lunit INSIGHT CXR (X-ray)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lunit INSIGHT MMG (MMG)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIRA Labs, LLC</td>
<td>COVID-19 Intelligent Radiology Assistant (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRYM, LLC</td>
<td>IRYM COVIDetect (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gammamed-Soft, LLC</td>
<td>Gamma Multivox Covirus (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellelogic, LLC</td>
<td>Botkin.AI (CT LC)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Care Mentor AI, LLC</td>
<td>CarementorAI (XR)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CarementorAI (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medical Screening Systems, Ltd.</td>
<td>Celsus (FLG)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Celsus (MMG)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MIP BinomixRay, LLC</td>
<td>Virtual Resident (Radiologies) (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVisionLab, LLC</td>
<td>CVL (CT COVID)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform Third Opinion, LLC</td>
<td>Third Opinion (XR)</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Third Opinion. CT-COVID-19 (CT)</td>
<td>525</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Statistical analysis
Diagnostic accuracy metrics were calculated and compared\textsuperscript{12}, including sensitivity, specificity, area under the ROC curve (AUROC). The threshold was calculated using the Youden index.

Ethics and registration
The study was approved by the Independent Ethics Committee of the Moscow Society of Radiology on February 20, 2020. The principles for conducting the Experiment corresponded to the Joint Statement of the European and North American Society of Radiologists and others on the Ethics of Artificial Intelligence in Radiology\textsuperscript{13}. All patients signed a special informed consent form for voluntary participation. A specially designed brochure was provided for the additional information.

The Experiment was registered in the ClinicalTrials with the assigned ID NCT04489992.

Results

\textit{Retrospective study}. Each AI service integrated into the URIS UMIAS underwent calibration using local test sets. From a scientific point of view, the results enabled us to assess the accuracy of an AI service on real URIS UMIAS data of the Moscow population.

\textit{Prospective study}. Each AI service prospectively analyzed incoming studies in the URIS UMIAS. The results were automatically compared with conclusions of radiologists who directly conducted radiologic studies at the medical facilities.

The diagnostic accuracy metrics of AI services are presented in Tables 2, 3, and the Appendix.

Table 2 – Average diagnostic accuracy metrics for all AI services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Average value</th>
<th>Median</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retrospective study</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0,80</td>
<td>0,98</td>
<td>0,89±0,06</td>
<td>0,91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0,68</td>
<td>0,94</td>
<td>0,85±0,07</td>
<td>0,85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0,69</td>
<td>0,94</td>
<td>0,88±0,07</td>
<td>0,89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prospective study</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUC</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>0,85</td>
<td>0,74±0,07</td>
<td>0,745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0,45</td>
<td>0,82</td>
<td>0,66±0,11</td>
<td>0,68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>0,62</td>
<td>0,93</td>
<td>0,76±0,09</td>
<td>0,76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3 – Average diagnostic accuracy metrics by modalities, M+m

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Modality</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Retrospective study</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Discussion

Based on the results of the retrospective study, we can conclude that AI Services have good result reproducibility on local test sets. Namely, the deviations of diagnostic metrics did not exceed 10.0% from the initially advertised. A cumulative average of the diagnostic accuracy metrics for all AI services was about 0.9.

It should be noted that AI Services Lunit INSIGHT MMG (MMG), Third Opinion CT-COVID-19 (CT COVID) and COVID-19 Intelligent Radiology Assistant (CT COVID) demonstrated the highest AUC values – 0.96, 0.97 and 0.98, respectively. The lowest AUC values were obtained for FBM (X-ray) – 0.8, Celsus (MMG) – 0.81, and IRYM COVIDetect (CT COVID), CarementorAI (CT COVID) and Celsus (FLG) – 0.82 both.

Modality-wise, the highest and at the same time most balanced metrics were obtained for AI services processing CT scans. Accounting for the specifics of mass chest fluorography, AI services demonstrated low AUC and sensitivity values, and the highest specificity values, which deserve positive recognition.

Diagnostic accuracy in the prospective study has the highest scientific importance, as it allows to evaluate the real-life performance of AI. The circumstances in 2020 included the COVID-19 pandemic resulting in a temporary suspension of screening programs. This affected the types of studies sent to AI services for analysis. Nevertheless, the primary data we obtained were quite sufficient for statistical analysis.

In real clinical conditions, all AI services demonstrated a pronounced decrease in diagnostic accuracy. Only 27.8% (5) of AI services retained a sufficient level of reproducibility (AUC> 0.81 per the requirements for the Experiment). These were the following AI services: COVID-19 Intelligent Radiology Assistant (CT COVID), Lunit INSIGHT CXR (X-ray), Virtual Resident (Radlogics) (CT COVID), Third Opinion CT-COVID-19 (CT COVID), CVL (CT COVID). Most of the AI services – 44.4% (8) had their prospective AUC within 0.7–0.8. The rest fell below 0.69.

Modality-wise, the most stable and relatively high metrics were again shown by AI services analyzing CT scans and radiography. On the other hand, AI services for mammography and fluorography approached critically low values.

A comparison of our results in the Moscow Experiment with prior studies is of interest. Unfortunately, relevant scientific publications have not been found for all AI services; nevertheless, interesting observations have been made.

The Lunit INSIGHT CXR service (X-ray) showed high accuracy and reproducibility in the Experiment, for retrospective and prospective study: AUC 0.91 and 0.82, sensitivity 0.86 and 0.82, specificity 0.85 and 0.70. Our results match the literature data. For patient triage in suspected pulmonary tuberculosis, Lunit INSIGHT CXR (X-ray) demonstrated 88.61% AUC (88.03-89.20). There was a decrease in accuracy for patients over 60 years old or with prior tuberculosis. Slightly worse results were obtained in another study on tuberculosis diagnostics: pooled sensitivity 90.0, specificity 54.1% (44.6-63.3). The sensitivity of the AI service was lower for smear-positive
TB cases and HIV infection. The authors concluded that the service can be implemented as a high-sensitivity rule-out test, but users will need threshold scores identified from their patient populations and stratified by HIV- and smear-status15. A higher accuracy regarding lung cancer detection on chest X-rays was shown when using Lunit INSIGHT CXR as a clinical decision support system (CDSS)16,17. In the retrospective study to identify focal lesions, consolidation, and pneumothorax, the AUC for this AI service was 0.9883, 1.00, and 0.9997, respectively17. In one study, Lunit INSIGHT CXR showed fluctuations in AUC, sensitivity, and specificity (0.771-0.872, 69.6-83.3%, 74.0-78.8%, respectively) on a large sample (n = 5887), depending on the type of ground truth. If the results of computed tomography were taken as the ground truth, then the accuracy increased18. For the Lunit INSIGHT MMG service, AUC values for retrospective and prospective studies were 0.96 and 0.72. The retrospective study corresponds to the literature data - 0.959 (95% CI 0.952-0.966)19, but for the prospective study, the AUC was much lower. Such a pronounced decrease has its explanations unrelated to the particular AI service and will be discussed below. The accuracy of radiologists improved when using Lunit INSIGHT MMG as CDSS19. Overall, the results for the Lunit INSIGHT service did not contradict the literature data. However, we cannot comment on improving the human reader accuracy via Lunit INSIGHT as CDSS, since it was not a research objective of the Experiment.

The Virtual Resident (Radlogics) service for COVID-19 diagnostics on chest CT demonstrated high accuracy and good result reproducibility. We obtained the following accuracy values for the retrospective and prospective stages: AUC 0.91 and 0.82, sensitivity 0.91 and 0.73, specificity 0.92 and 0.91, respectively. In the prospective stage, the specificity even increased. Prior reported diagnostic accuracy metrics for the Virtual Resident (Radlogics) service were: AUC 0.996 (95% CI 0.989-1.00), sensitivity 98.2%, specificity 92.2%20. However, these metrics were established by internal validation on the Chinese population dataset, which was also used to train the algorithm. In the Moscow Experiment, the service had performed without the additional calibration and training. It explains the lower diagnostic values we obtained.

Several services in the Moscow Experiment displayed average results, necessitating a comparison. Botkin.AI service (CT LC) showed AUC levels of 0.91 and 0.66. Only retrospective data was comparable to prior retrospective testing with AUC 0.9274. During the Experiment, sensitivity and specificity were 0.84 and 0.45, 0.92 and 0.83, respectively - significantly lower than claimed by the developers (1.00 and 0.937)21. The following data were published for the Celsus service (MMG): the algorithm detected cancer correctly in 45 out of 49 cases (92%)22. The absence of generally accepted diagnostic metrics in this publication makes the objective comparison impossible.

We retrospectively tested two services before the Moscow Experiment. Philips Research Lung Cancer Screening (LDCT LC) service demonstrated comparable performance with an initial AUC of 0.930, and at the retrospective stage of the Experiment – 0.92. In the prospective study, AUC decreased to 0.78, followed by specificity (prior – 0.925, retrospectively – 0.87, prospectively – 0.68)22. We also previously tested the FBM (FLG) service on two datasets with a balance of normal-to-pathology 50/50 and 95/5 with resulting AUC of 0.74 and 0.64, sensitivity – 0.872 and 0.75, specificity – 0.60 and 0.535, concluding that the accuracy varied depending on the class balance24. At the first stage of the Moscow Experiment, the AUC was 0.9 – higher than the prior study. However, due to the limited participation duration of the FBM (FLG) service, it is impossible to conduct a more detailed analysis. It should be noted that an independent group of authors obtained sensitivity – 0.74, specificity – 0.89 in a retrospective study25.

We did not find relevant published studies for other AI services.

Overall, the results obtained in the Moscow Experiment indicated a need for further refinement of AI services with additional training on the Moscow population datasets.

A comparison of our results with initial metrics provided by developers is particularly interesting (Table 6). The Experiment is a large-scale independent validation of AI services on new data that were not used to train algorithms. Independent validation, especially in multicenter clinical trials is mandatory for the successful development of artificial intelligence technologies26.

Table 6 – Mean AUC differences (delta) at different stages of AI diagnostic accuracy assessment
At the retrospective stage, a slight decrease in AUC of 33.3% (6) AI services was noted in comparison to initially stated metrics. At the same time, most AI services – 66.7% (12) showed a slight increase, and 5 AI services improved their AUC by more than 0.1.

At the prospective stage, only 11.1% (2) of the services maintained AUC values at the initially stated level: Virtual Resident (Radlogics) (CT COVID) and CVL (CT COVID).

Many AI services – 88.9% (16) showed a decrease in AUC, and in 66.7% (12) this deterioration in diagnostic accuracy was 0.1 or more.

Overall, the differences between the AUC values were statistically significant. For both stages, the Mann-Whitney U-test for a given number of compared groups was 99 (p <0.05).

We noted a similar trend when comparing the first and second stages – 100.0% of AI services showed a decrease in the AUC. Less than 0.1 decrease was observed in 33.3% (6) of AI services: CarementorAI (CT COVID), AI RADIOLOGY CXR (X-ray), Lunit INSIGHT CXR (X-ray), IRYM Covidetect (CT COVID), Virtual Resident (Radlogics) (CT COVID), and CVL (CT COVID). On the other hand, FBM (FLG), Lunit INSIGHT MMG (MMG), and Botkin.AI (CT LC) showed a decrease higher than > 0.2. The differences were statistically significant, Mann-Whitney U-test = 99, p <0.05.

A decrease in accuracy can be due to several reasons:

1) Reporting and radiologist’s performance:
   i) AI service detects a pathology that has no clinical significance. Technically, the AI service identifies a finding correctly, however, a doctor does not include it in the
report due to low prognostic significance. It leads to an erroneous assessment of the algorithm’s performance as a false-positive.

ii) A radiologist is guided not only by the image but also by the patient's clinical data from the electronic medical record. Therefore, the report may differ from a straightforward radiologic image description.

iii) A radiologist may report a presence of “residual changes” after a disease. Such a report was regarded as containing a pathology, while the AI service no longer detects changes in the image. This leads to an erroneous assessment of the algorithm result as a false-negative.

2) Features of AI service performance:

i) A low quality of segmentation, leading to a false-positives outside the anatomical target area or even outside the patient's body, incorrect projection selection (for example, on chest X-ray, a service mistakenly analyzes a lateral projection instead of a frontal one). This is an objective reason for a large number of false-positive results.

ii) Non-representative datasets used by developers to train algorithms (no studies with technical defects; disease imaging signs are not fully represented). For example, in routine practice, services analyze images after a surgical intervention incorrectly (CXR post lung resection is regarded as a pathology). This is also an objective reason for many false-positive results.

Therefore, we may arrive at the following methodological conclusions:

1. AI in diagnostic radiology should always be verified by a human reader (radiologist).

2. In the future, with a large-scale implementation and routine application of AI technologies, it is necessary for medical (radiological) information systems to automatically send study results for the independent quality control (audit) regarding the presence of discrepancies between a human reader and AI.

We compared our data on the diagnostic accuracy of AI services by modalities with the published research.

The accuracy of AI services for initial mammography reading is generally comparable to the literature data. In limited samples of several hundred patients, the AI achieved the following results: sensitivity – 86.0-91.0%, specificity – 67.0-79.0%, AUC – 0.89-0.9727-29. We recorded a decrease in accuracy at the second stage of the study. However, unlike other authors, we obtained data on the screening mammography AI reading in a prospective multicenter study. Additional training of AI services on the Moscow population datasets is required, especially since fluctuations in the accuracy on datasets of different populations were previously demonstrated19. In 2021, Freeman et al published a systematic review on the diagnostic accuracy of AI in breast cancer screening. The review included 12 studies (a total of 131,822 women who underwent mammography), authors did not find any well-designed prospective studies, and the overall methodological quality of included articles was rated as low. Based on the three included articles (79,910 women, 1,878 cancer cases, 36 AI algorithms), 94% of AI algorithms were less accurate than a radiologist; 100% were less accurate than a consensus of two or more human readers. For five included articles (1,086 women, 520 cancer cases, 5 AI algorithms), 100% of AI algorithms are more accurate than a radiologist30. Several authors propose augmenting human readers with AI as a clinical decision support system. Therefore, AI may be used for double reading screening mammography27,28. The data of our prospective study supports this point of view, noting the need for additional training of AI services and workflow in radiology departments.

The accuracy values of AI services for analyzing CT/LDCT and detecting malignant lesions match the literature data: sensitivity – 73.0-100.0%, specificity – 71.0-89.0%, AUC – 0.86-97.631-36. In a retrospective study on a limited sample, a consistency of AI technologies and medical experts in diagnosing lung nodules with LDCT was established with Cohen's kappa of 0.84631. The retrospective stage of our study was close to the literature data; the prospective stage demonstrated AUCs at the lower limit or even below, sensitivity decreased to 0.61 ± 0.23. The cited authors conducted only retrospective studies on limited datasets, comparing the
accuracy of algorithms and a small group of radiologists (up to 10 people). In addition, detection of nodules less than 5 mm by AI may be favorably interpreted. However, such nodules are forwarded to the next round of screening, not requiring any further workup, thus raising doubts about a study methodology. In most cases, studies focused on determining the superior reader of a particular dataset – a human or AI. The purpose of our study was to assess the accuracy and reliability of algorithms in a prospective clinical process, using AI as a technology to support decision-making by a human reader.

In terms of sample size, a retrospective assessment of 5,485 CT scans performed as a part of the National Lung Screening Trial (NLST) in 2002–2004 approaches our findings. For lung nodule detection, the sensitivity of AI was 86.2%, and specificity – 85.0% with higher accuracy of AI in comparison with radiologists 37. Our results for the prospective stage significantly differ from the literature data. Our study is prospective within the framework of standard processes of radiology departments, while the literature data were obtained retrospectively under conditions of limited testing on small datasets. At the same time, we agree with the conclusions of some authors about the potential applicability of AI technologies for double reading the results of screening studies 36,37. It is also optimal to use AI as a decision support system. In this context, our research is supported by the work of Zhang et al, 2021, which showed a higher accuracy of AI-assisted reading compared to the human reader reporting only. The accuracy for solid lung nodule detection with AI-assisted reading was 99.1% (versus 86.2%) 38.

In the pandemic, a significant number of articles and preprints have been published on AI-based COVID-19 detection in chest CT. Many authors use multicenter datasets to develop AI algorithms, as well as test them on new data. Public domain datasets are often used for this purpose 39–42. In some studies and meta-analyses, high levels of sensitivity 84.0-100.0%, specificity 93.0-100.0%, and AUC 0.92-1.0 were reported 39,41,43–45. Again, our results at the first stage are fully comparable with the published research – performed via retrospective testing on limited data. However, there is no information on testing algorithms in real clinical settings. Even recent articles published in 2021 on the clinical applicability of AI for detecting COVID-19 on chest CT are based on retrospective multicenter validation using limited-volume datasets 46,47.

As the pandemic continued, we were creating requirements for AI services on the fly. It quickly became clear that the primary task for AI was segmentation to assist a radiologist in determining disease severity. This decision was also confirmed by an independent publication, indicating the effective AI application for determining the volume of lung parenchymal lesions and forming a radiology report template 48. However, in our work, we have further advanced this methodology. In the Experiment, AI services should have provided CT COVID-19 analysis results according to the regional classification "CT0-4" 49, allowing for instant decisions on patient routing.

From a global perspective, the development of automated X-ray analysis for detecting tuberculosis has been underway for over 30 years 50. Therefore, a significant amount of data has been accumulated, including prospective clinical trials. This is a significant difference between radiography and other modalities.

Some state that AI can assist radiologists in the CXR analysis, and be used as a decision support system for clinicians if human reading is unavailable 51.

In clinical studies, it is already possible to assess not only AI accuracy in general but also concerning specific patient groups: for example, specificity of an automatic analysis decreases in men with a history of tuberculosis, with increasing age and decreasing body mass index 52. In the Experiment, as shown above, we observed a decrease in AI diagnostic accuracy between retrospective and prospective stages. In the available studies on the automated analysis of CXR for tuberculosis detection, a difference in diagnostic accuracy was noted. In a systematic review of 53 articles, mean AUC for studies describing algorithms’ development is 0.88 (95% CI 0.82-0.90), while in clinical trials, this indicator decreases to 0.75 (95% CI 0.66-0.87; p = 0.004) 53. We obtained a similar results at the first retrospective stage, the AUC of AI services was 0.88 ± 0.05 (for fluorography – 0.86 ± 0.06), and at the second stage, it was 0.75 ± 0.02 (0.68 +0.04). A retrospective comparative analysis of the three most accessible AI algorithms for detecting...
tuberculosis on CXR was performed on a sample of 1,196 patients with the immunological analysis as a reference method. The AUC was 0.92 to 0.94 and the authors recommended including automated analysis in tuberculosis screening programs, especially in limited human resources. It should be noted that one of the algorithms included in the study also took part in the Moscow Experiment. Although the study was multicenter, its limitation was a retrospective nature. Nevertheless, we agree with the authors' conclusion about the applicability of AI in TB screening. However, we have to emphasize that the suitability of a particular algorithm should be established in the prospective clinical trial.

Overall, testing results of 18 AI services in the prospective study confirmed the previously stated thesis that adjustment or recalibration of AI for the target institution or population is recommended.

Thus, based on the results of the two-stage assessment of AI, the null hypothesis $H_0$: 
\{sensitivity <0.81 and/or specificity <0.81 and/or AUC <0.81\} in:
- calibration testing on reference datasets was rejected,
- processing CT studies for COVID-19 detection was rejected, for the rest –accepted.

**Limitations**

Study limitations are as follows:

1. Datasets for the first stage used an artificial balance of classes, decreasing the significance and clinical relevance of obtained results.
2. Design of the second stage with single radiologist’s report as ground truth, unsupported by expert consensus or peer-review; there were no mechanisms for analyzing reports’ content to exclude biases and defects.
3. Prospective participation duration of AI services in the Experiment was different, affecting a comparative analysis.

**Conclusions**

1. The diagnostic accuracy and reproducibility of AI services on the reference data are sufficient, however, they are insufficient on the data in routine clinical practice.
2. All AI services demonstrated a pronounced statistically significant (Mann-Whitney U-test $U = 99$, $p <0.05$) decrease in the diagnostic accuracy below the retrospective values when applied in real clinical conditions. This decline is partially due to methodological problems in the application of AI technologies in clinical practice, as well as some biases.
3. More stable and relatively high values were shown by AI services for computed tomography and radiography; the rest approached critically low values.
4. The null hypothesis $H_0$: \{sensitivity <0.81 and/or specificity <0.81 and/or AUC <0.81\} for calibration testing was rejected; for CT in COVID-19 detection was rejected, for the rest - accepted.
5. The AI services that participated in the Experiment require a technological improvement, additional training on Moscow population datasets, technical and clinical trials to get a status of a medical device.

**Appendix**

Table A1 – Diagnostic accuracy metrics of AI services established at the first assessment stage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AI service</th>
<th>AUC</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
<th>Specificity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AI RADIOLOGY CXR (X-ray)*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I stage</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>II stage</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>System</td>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>Specificity</td>
<td>Positive Predictive Value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunit INSIGHT CXR (X-ray)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lunit INSIGHT MMG (MMG)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COVID-19 Intelligent Radiology Assistant (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.98</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRYM COVIDetect (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gamma Multivox Covirus (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botkin.AI (CT LC)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarementorAI (X-ray)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CarementorAI (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celsus (FLG)</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Celsus (MMG)</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtual Resident (Radlogics) (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVL (CT COVID)</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Opinion (X-ray)*</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Opinion. CT-COVID-19 (CT COVID)*</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philips Research Lung Cancer Screening (LDCT LC)</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBM (X-ray)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FBM (FLG)*</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Results of primary and secondary testings are presented.
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